PAYMENT SYSTEMS
FOR THE GAS STATION
FORECOURT

FAST AND ACCURATE SOLUTIONS
FOR RETAIL & INDUSTRIAL STATIONS
Spyrides Group, following the international trends for simpler and faster forecourt transactions, has developed a series of Payment Systems for the forecourt of any gas station, being an independent retailer or a company-owned network.

Our Payment Systems can be connected to any petrol station’s Front & Back Office Systems, enabling management, monitoring and reporting in an easy and user-friendly way.

Are suitable for both attended and unattended transactions, taking into consideration the need for easy-to-use interface and safe and accurate transactions.

**OPT SIGMA CASH EMV II**
- Banknote Acceptor
- Credit Cards
- Debit Cards
- Contactless Transaction Cards
- Loyalty Cards
- Fleet Cards
- Swift Management

**COPT SIGMA EMV II**
- Credit Cards
- Debit Cards
- Contactless Transaction Cards
- Loyalty Cards
- Fleet Cards
- Swift Management
MOBILE WiFi PAYMENT SYSTEM

Flexible and economic solution for processing all forecourt transactions by the assistants, in a safe and modern way. Correlates transactions to fueling points and enables automatic preauthorization procedures for credit or debit cards. It furthermore connects Loyalty & Fleet schemes directly to transactions, offering a detailed clear report to the customer.

- Credit Cards
- Debit Cards
- Contactless Transaction Cards
- Loyalty Cards
- Fleet Cards
- Swift Management

POS FOR GAS STATIONS

Shop Guard POS is suitable for any petrol station network, which has a need for central data collection and management. It is ideal for petrol stations that want to implement Loyalty Card Schemes and suitable for offering Fleet Management Services to Corporate Customers, by monitoring their refueling transactions and applying limits to every team of vehicles.

Shop Guard POS is the stable and flexible solution needed for on-site operation and remote Management and Control. Covering C-Store, Car Wash, Car Service and Unattended Transactions, it is the modern choice for any fuel retailer.

Shop Guard POS also integrates a strong Reporting Tool, offering a large number of reports which cover all management needs for direct and accurate information of the network’s operation and efficiency.

LOYALTY & FLEET SCHEMES FOR STATIONS

- Creates value added services for corporate customers
- Personalizes refueling process by recognizing and rewarding loyal customers
- Supports sms & e-mail advertising campaigns
- Supports collaborating firms for creating common schemes for collecting and spending points
- Issues corporate invoices and preserves preset fueling limits per vehicle/group/company
- Instant update of accounting software in the background